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measles was prevalent, unless some attempt had been made to
modify the infection with adult or convalescent serum. And if
the first infection was measles a second more severe and more
typical attack three months later would be most unlikely. The
chances are that the earlier infection was not measles but
rubella or some al'ergic urticaria. The possibility, on the other
hand, that a child who has had an attenuated attack of measles
as a result of the prophylactic use of serum or gamma globulin
may not acquire a com;plete immunity to measles needs investi-
gation.

Effects of Dexedrine
Q.-A patient who complains thlat he is tired in the evenings

and requiires nine holurs' sleep is in the habit of taking a tablet
of "dexedrine" twice daily. This greatly increases his sense
of well-being, antd he is able to finish a day's work with less
contsciouis effort. Can you tell me: (1) Will dexedrine taken
continulsously damage the kidneys ? (2) Will he become addicted
to it ? (3) Will it cease to have its present happy effect ?
A.-Any healthy subject is tired in the evenings, and many

require nine hours' sleep. Generally speaking it is not wise to
take drugs such as dexedrine as a regular practice. This
drug raises the blood pressure, and may therefore be harmful.
It interferes with the formation of aldehydes in the brain, which
is surely an undesirable effect to produce daily. It can certainly
lead to addiction, as has been found in a considerable propor-
tion of men in American prisons. Whether its good effect will
cease is not known, but so far tolerance has not been described.
While the use of dexedrine in normal heallhy individuals is
justifiable occasionally-for example, when it is necessary to
drive a motor-car throughout the night-its continuous use in
healthy subjects is undesirable. Continuous use should be
reserved for psychiatric patients with melancholia or similar
conditions.

Boy's Activities after Epileptic Fit
Q.-A boy aged 14 had one epileptic fit while in bed. He is

athletic and keen on riding and swimming. To what extent am
I justified in restricting his activities after only one fit, and how
am I to estimate the necessity for a sedative and the quantity
to be administered ? An aunt suffers from petit *nal.
A.-It would be wise to prohibit the boy from riding, and

from swimming except in the company of another who is aware
of the risk and is himself a powerful swimmer. Sedatives
should certainly be prescribed, and a reasonable initial dose is
phenobarbitone i gr. (50 mg.) daily.

Complications of Masturbation
Q.-A man aged 35 who pracises masturbation recently

complained of severe occipital headache during the act and said
that it took a long time to obtain an emnission. Is there any
expla-nation for the headache (blood pressure is 140), and is
there any drug which will materially speed up the ejdculation ?
A.-If the headache is directly connected with the habit, it

is probably of a psychosomatic type, that is to say, a physical
disorder resulting from an emotional cause, acting through the
autonomic nervous system. In such a case the emotional cause
may be worry due to a mental conflict, of which the patient
may be quite unaware, such as that arising from a sense
of guilt; a feeling of dissatisfaction with an imperfect form
of sexual expression; disgust with himself; fea,r of con-
sequences associated with early threats ; a basic feeling of
anxiety which may itself in the first place have led the patient
to masturbation as a solace; or a feeling of latent rebelliousness
of which masturbation may be a manifestation. In such cases
of conflict emotions may be aroused but without proper dis-
charge, the result being manifested in the form of a headache.
Such occipital headaches were found to be the most common
form of "worry" headaches among the shell-shock patients
of the 1914-18 war (less so in the last war). This emotional
conflict may also be a cause of the unsatisfactory emission,
since the latent and perhaps unconscious sense of guilt or fear
acts as an inhibition to the full expression of the sexual
emotion. One would like to ask for what reason this patient
has to resort to this habit rather than finding more natural
forms of expression in adult love. Masturbation may itself be
a nleurosis, and, as in many cases of neurosis, the symptoms
complained of may be an expression of the healthy and normal

part of his personality rebelling against the more abnormal ex-
pression of his sexual instinct. If such a diagnosis is correct,
the use of a drug would not cure it, but a frank talk concerning
the reason for the habit and for possible worry about the
masturbation itself might be more helpful.

Doubtful Cases of Typhoid Fever
Q.--A aman aged 78 sufgers from pyrexia, has a very toxic

appearance, and a pleural rub; there is no cough or sputum.
Wfidal reaction was positive to typhoid on the 14th day. A
specimwen of faeces was negative to typhoid bacillus in the third
iveek, and three successive examinations of faeces were negative.
He hlas niot previouisly had an illniess suggesting typhoid, and has
not had atly T.A.B. inoculationis. Was this a case of typhoid
fever ?
A.-It is not stated to which antigens (H or 0 of Bact.

typhosumn or Bact. paratyphosum A or B) and to what titres the
patient's serum reacted to give a "positive Widal." Positive
Widal reactions in low dilutions of the patient's serum may
occur in the absence of enteric infection, and have been re-
ported, for example, in tuberculosis. Successive negative faecal
cultures from the third week onwards would not be expected
in a case of typhoid fever, particularly if modern selective
cuture media had been used. Again, a patient aged 78 would
probably suffer a severe attack, so that diagnosis could usually
be made on clinical symptoms and on the course of the
disease. The possibility of some chronic infection or neoplasm
in the lung in this case deserves consideration.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Mepiere's Syndrome.-Dr. A. PINEY (London, W.) writes: The

answer to the question on the treatment on Meniere's syndrome
(July 24, p. 235) does not make mention of the great value of
10 gr. (0.65 g.) of bromide with T gr. (8 mg.) of pilocarpine nitrate
thrice daily. This mixture, which has much the same composition as
a pre-war German proprietary medicine the name of which I have
forgotten, prevents attacks in a very large proportion of cases, and
can be taken for months at a time without ill effect. Restriction of
fluids is sometimes necessary in order to increase the efficacy- of the
medicine.

Hypertension and Flying.-Air Vice-Marshal Sir ALAN ROOK
writes: The answer given to the question about the patient with
hypertension flying to Canada (Journal, July 31, 1948, p. 280) requires
comment. More information about the patient is a necessity before
a decision can be given. Are there any present symptoms ? Have
there been any symptoms or complications ? An altitude of only
a few thousand feet throws an added strain on the heart. To
the normal heart this is no matter, but to one already under stress,
causing symptoms while at ground level, it may be of considerable
importance. Has the patient flown before ? Is she of nervous
temperament and likely to be in a state of constant apprehension
.while in the air ? A sudden spasm of fear, possibly quite unneces-
sary, will increase the already raised blood pressure, perhaps with
disastrous consequences. The question whether the stresses of a sea
voyage are greater than those of an air passage or not is debatable,
but at least there is a doctor on board ship with facilities for dealing
withl an emergency.

It may well be decided when these points, and many others, are
taken into consideration that air travel is the best method, but it is
not a question that can be answered cursorily in less than five lines.
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Correction.-In the article entitled "Surgical Anatomy of the
Parotid Gland " by Mr. Hamilton Bailey in the Journal of July 31
the diagrams of the deep lobe (Figures 4 and 5) have been printed
in the wrong order. The diagram of the " Deep lobe: Variety A,
the 'knob ' " (Fig. 4) should have been that which appears as " Deep
lobe: Variety B, the 'rabbit warren ' " (Fig. 5), and vice versa.
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